
CHARACTERISTICS:

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Denomination:
SACCOBELLO ELASTICBAG SCENTED
NU LDPE rolls with elastic handles
Cod. RTNULDPR54X63P12R

Saccobello ElasticBag is a bubble gum scented LDPE garbage bag for differentiated and undifferentiated waste 
collection bag suitable for under the sink. Ultra resistant thanks to the triple layer of which it is composed, the material 
has a maximum watertight effect thanks to the anti-drip bottom and is equipped with innovative elastic handles that give 
the bag the possibility to widen and to narrow once inserted in the bin preventing the bag once filled, from settling on the 
bottom.  The handles allow easy closure and carrying. The bag is entirely made in Italy. 

3  LAYER RESISTANCE

ANTI-DRIP BOTTOM 100% RECYCLABLE DO NOT DISPERSE
IN THE ENVIRONMENT

Tolerances: ± 5%
Size (cm): 54x63
Size (Litres): 35
Usable height (cm): 63
Product range: Differentiated and undifferentiated waste collection  bag
Colour: Pink
Scent: Bubble gum
Bag thickness: 24,5 Micron
Handle thickness: 87 Micron
Handle colour: Red
Material: LDPE + MLLDPE

PACKAGING
Bags per roll: 12
Roll weight (gr): 215
Bag weight (gr): 17,5
Bar code: 8033182190957

DATA SHEET

GARBAGE BIN ROLLS
ULTRA RESISTANT - SCENTED



INSTRUCTIONS

GARBAGE BIN ROLLS
ULTRA RESISTANT - SCENTED
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66010 Fara Filiorum Petri (CH)
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info@maxplastsrl.comSrl

4 5 6

1 2 3 1: Remove the label on the roll, with one hand hold the roll still 
and with the other hand tear the bag at the pre-cut point.
2: Hold the bag with both hands at both ends of the elastic 
handles and expand the bag by placing it in the bin.
3: Place the bag inside the bin so as to remain clamped at the 
mouth of the bin.
4: Once full, pull the bag out of the bin by pulling the sliding 
handles upwards.
5: Make the knot on the handles so as to close the bag.
6: After being sure the bag is closed, take the bag by the inside 
of the handles so that it can be removed from the bin.

PACKAGING
Box size: 19,7 x 39,8 x 25,3
Box colour: white
Bar code box: 8033182190407

PALLETIZING DATA
Pallet size (cm): 80x120
Boxes per layer: 12
Layers per pallet: 4
Pallet height (cm): 120 

DATA SHEET



CHARACTERISTICS:

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Denomination:
SACCOBELLO ELASTICBAG SCENTED
NU LDPE rolls with elastic handles
Cod. RTNULDPR54X63P12NT

Saccobello ElasticBag is a bubble gum scented LDPE garbage bag for differentiated and undifferentiated waste 
collection bag suitable for under the sink. Ultra resistant thanks to the triple layer of which it is composed, the material 
has a maximum watertight effect thanks to the anti-drip bottom and is equipped with innovative elastic handles that give 
the bag the possibility to widen and to narrow once inserted in the bin preventing the bag once filled, from settling on the 
bottom.  The handles allow easy closure and carrying. The bag is entirely made in Italy. 

3  LAYER RESISTANCE

ANTI-DRIP BOTTOM 100% RECYCLABLE DO NOT DISPERSE
IN THE ENVIRONMENT

Tolerances: ± 5%
Size (cm): 54x63
Size (Litres): 35
Usable height (cm): 63
Product range: Differentiated and undifferentiated waste collection  bag
Colour: Neutral
Scent: Bubble gum
Bag thickness: 24,5 Micron
Handle thickness: 87 Micron
Handle colour: Red
Material: LDPE + MLLDPE

PACKAGING
Bags per roll: 12
Roll weight (gr): 215
Bag weight (gr): 17,5
Bar code: 8033182190919

DATA SHEET

GARBAGE BIN ROLLS
ULTRA RESISTANT - SCENTED



INSTRUCTIONS
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4 5 6

1 2 3 1: Remove the label on the roll, with one hand hold the roll still 
and with the other hand tear the bag at the pre-cut point.
2: Hold the bag with both hands at both ends of the elastic 
handles and expand the bag by placing it in the bin.
3: Place the bag inside the bin so as to remain clamped at the 
mouth of the bin.
4: Once full, pull the bag out of the bin by pulling the sliding 
handles upwards.
5: Make the knot on the handles so as to close the bag.
6: After being sure the bag is closed, take the bag by the inside 
of the handles so that it can be removed from the bin.

PACKAGING
Box size: 19,7 x 39,8 x 25,3
Box colour: white
Bar code box: 8033182190438

PALLETIZING DATA
Pallet size (cm): 80x120
Boxes per layer: 12
Layers per pallet: 4
Pallet height (cm): 120

DATA SHEET

GARBAGE BIN ROLLS
ULTRA RESISTANT - SCENTED



CHARACTERISTICS:

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Denomination:
SACCOBELLO ELASTICBAG SCENTED
NU LDPE rolls with elastic handles
Cod. RTNULDPR54X63P12G

Saccobello ElasticBag is a bubble gum scented LDPE garbage bag for differentiated and undifferentiated waste 
collection bag suitable for under the sink. Ultra resistant thanks to the triple layer of which it is composed, the material 
has a maximum watertight effect thanks to the anti-drip bottom and is equipped with innovative elastic handles that give 
the bag the possibility to widen and to narrow once inserted in the bin preventing the bag once filled, from settling on the 
bottom.  The handles allow easy closure and carrying. The bag is entirely made in Italy. 

3  LAYER RESISTANCE

ANTI-DRIP BOTTOM 100% RECYCLABLE DO NOT DISPERSE
IN THE ENVIRONMENT

Tolerances: ± 5%
Size (cm): 54x63
Size (Litres): 35
Usable height (cm): 63
Product range: Differentiated and undifferentiated waste collection  bag
Colour: Yellow
Scent: Bubble gum
Bag thickness: 24,5 Micron
Handle thickness: 87 Micron
Handle colour: Red
Material: LDPE + MLLDPE

PACKAGING
Bags per roll: 12
Roll weight (gr): 215
Bag weight (gr): 17,5
Bar code: 8033182190940

DATA SHEET

GARBAGE BIN ROLLS
ULTRA RESISTANT - SCENTED



INSTRUCTIONS
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4 5 6

1 2 3 1: Remove the label on the roll, with one hand hold the roll still 
and with the other hand tear the bag at the pre-cut point.
2: Hold the bag with both hands at both ends of the elastic 
handles and expand the bag by placing it in the bin.
3: Place the bag inside the bin so as to remain clamped at the 
mouth of the bin.
4: Once full, pull the bag out of the bin by pulling the sliding 
handles upwards.
5: Make the knot on the handles so as to close the bag.
6: After being sure the bag is closed, take the bag by the inside 
of the handles so that it can be removed from the bin.

PACKAGING
Box size: 19,7 x 39,8 x 25,3
Box colour: white
Bar code box: 8033182190421

PALLETIZING DATA
Pallet size (cm): 80x120
Boxes per layer: 12
Layers per pallet: 4
Pallet height (cm): 120 

DATA SHEET

GARBAGE BIN ROLLS
ULTRA RESISTANT - SCENTED



CHARACTERISTICS:

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DATA SHEET

GARBAGE BIN ROLL
ULTRA RESISTANT - SCENTED
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Tolerances: ± 5%
Size (cm): 54x63
Size (Litres): 35
Usable height (cm): 63
Product range: Differentiated and undifferentiated waste collection  bag
Colour: Blue
Scent: Bubble gum
Bag thickness: 24,5 Micron
Handle thickness: 87 Micron
Handle colour: Red
Material: LDPE + MLLDPE

PACKAGING
Bags per roll: 12
Roll weight (gr): 215
Bag weight (gr): 17,5
Bar code: 8033182190933

Denomination:
SACCOBELLO ELASTICBAG SCENTED
NU LDPE rolls with elastic handles
Cod. RTNULDPR54X63P12B

Saccobello ElasticBag is a bubble gum scented LDPE garbage bag for differentiated and undifferentiated waste 
collection bag suitable for under the sink. Ultra resistant thanks to the triple layer of which it is composed, the material 
has a maximum watertight effect thanks to the anti-drip bottom and is equipped with innovative elastic handles that give 
the bag the possibility to widen and to narrow once inserted in the bin preventing the bag once filled, from settling on the 
bottom.  The handles allow easy closure and carrying. The bag is entirely made in Italy. 

3  LAYER RESISTANCE

ANTI-DRIP BOTTOM 100% RECYCLABLE DO NOT DISPERSE
IN THE ENVIRONMENT



INSTRUCTIONS

DATA SHEET

GARBAGE BIN ROLL
ULTRA RESISTANT - SCENTED
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PACKAGING
Box size: 19,7 x 39,8 x 25,3
Box colour: white
Bar code box: 8033182191213

PALLETIZING DATA
Pallet size (cm): 80x120
Boxes per layer: 12
Layers per pallet: 4
Pallet height (cm): 120 

4 5 6

1 2 3 1: Remove the label on the roll, with one hand hold the roll still 
and with the other hand tear the bag at the pre-cut point.
2: Hold the bag with both hands at both ends of the elastic 
handles and expand the bag by placing it in the bin.
3: Place the bag inside the bin so as to remain clamped at the 
mouth of the bin.
4: Once full, pull the bag out of the bin by pulling the sliding 
handles upwards.
5: Make the knot on the handles so as to close the bag.
6: After being sure the bag is closed, take the bag by the inside 
of the handles so that it can be removed from the bin.


